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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

 

1. The cultural songs that I am going to present consists of native languages. Should I 

translate it to English or preserve the original language? 

 

If your ‘Cultural Performance’ consists of parts which will be performed in your own 

native language, the ‘Performance’ part of your video can be filmed in your native 

language. Tradition is best appreciated in its most original form. However, it is highly 

recommended that the introduction and summary of your video is filmed in English. 

You may also add English subtitles to the parts of the video which are not in English 

to improve comprehension and appeal to more participants. 

 

 

2. What should be featured in the ‘Introduction of Schools’ session? 

 

In the ‘Introduction of Schools’ session, each school is required to prepare a 

presentation to introduce their school to everyone. You may choose to prepare a 

pre-recorded video or to prepare presentation slides and present it live on the day 

itself. In your presentation, you may talk about the background of your school, 

introduce its facilities, interesting programmes conducted in your school etc. 

 

 

3. Are all participants required to attend the Pre-ICEP Briefing on 18th July 2021? 

 

Yes, all participants (teachers and students) are required to attend the Pre-ICEP 

Briefing on 18th July 2021. The purpose of the pre-briefing is for all participants to 

try and log into the Zoom Meeting so we can make sure that everyone will be able 

to join in on the day itself without any hassle. We will also be going through the 

registration process, the dos and don’ts, what they will need to prepare etc. 
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4. Do all participants of each school need to take part in the filming of the video for the 

Cultural Performance? 

 

It is encouraged that all or majority of the participants take part in the video filming 

of the cultural performance. 

 
 

5. Due to COVID-19 restrictions in certain countries and gatherings might not be allowed, 

can the performance be carried out virtually if the restrictions are not lifted? 

 

Yes, safety is still our top priority, so if COVID-19 restrictions hinder participants 

from gathering together to film the cultural performance video, you may opt to film 

it virtually. A suggestion from us is for participants to film their part of the 

performance individually, then compile each individual clip into one full video.  

 

 

6. For the introduction of schools, regarding the live presentation, is it possible for 

students to share their screen during their presentation? 

 

Yes, we will enable screen sharing for all participants during the ‘Introduction of 

Schools’ session. 

 

 

7. Is it compulsory for all participants to open their webcam at all times? 

 

As ICEP will be an online event, we strongly encourage every participant to turn on 

their webcams throughout the programme to allow better interaction between 

participants. However, we understand that Internet connection may be a problem 

for some, so if you have connection issues, you may leave your webcam turned off. 

 

 

8. Will participants be given certificate of participation after attending ICEP? 

 

Yes, every participant will be issued an e-certificate of participation after attending 

two days of ICEP. Printed copies of certificates will only be provided to schools in 

Penang. 


